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CHSR PRtKiR AM Managkr fart^U^^me^'Liehf m^k adjVertlSe *',! reKenerating the same) formats of the commet- program that just consistently sucks, there is a

EESFF— ïtrÆTÆrj rrCHSR can never do that, and CHSR will Nobody decides that moer or not, student,
.... ... never tell you that. We can’t because we change MITV sucks because

. everyone who said it maintained that they from soft to hard, from rock to Indian movie they tuned in
into classic rock, the stuff you could hear soundtracks and on to rap all in the run of an

on CFNB and C.IH1. At that time, CHSR was evening.The format is called "block program-
playing Nine Inch Nails, Nirvana. Smashing ming" and it’s what allows 
Pumpkins, and Sarah McLachlan. Five years later. students and 
the folks who muttered those infamous words 
are listening to C1HI and Capital FM play the 
stuff CHSR played in 
‘91 but still claim that 
what we re playing 
irshit.

■
"CHSR plays nothing hut sliit!"

I’ve heard that comment at least once a month 
for the past five years. I’ve always bean a little 
curious about what people meant by it. Back in 
1991 
were

I
to a

show that doesn’t
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suit their tastes.They * 'Ê.

us to have so many may decide the show ^ ’ 1
community members participât- sucks, but that rarely ^-4

ing in this organization. If we limited ourselves causes them to swear Ç* M HU
to one sound, we would have to turn almost all off the station for-

volunteers away, and we ever. That would be 1
. would lose out on some silly.

Music can mellow US out, incredible and intense What T.V. has - , 1 1
pump US up, feed our imagina- music and spoken word. that we need to pro- j 'T j
tion or help us zone out. It’s Before you shrue and vide for y°“ - » •

, , ... , ask who cares, there’s Program
par of our ritual and part of more to consider. All of Without a T.V. guide
our rebellion. We want it to the commercial stations you would spend
move US in new ways and we have to Pay their DJs to your day sitting de- Tmti$ Bhaird dispe,s COmmon “Conceptions about CHSR.

. . . , play music chosen for spondently in front of
■ fi Want U t0 alwaVS St«y the them by management the boob tube, flick-

all the mhe^Campus/ W* ^ U Seri°UslY- to ensure that no °"e big back and f°«h between documentaries and community listener, other programmers - who-
Community (C/C) and P, 3> S anything outside movies-of-the-week and thinking to yourself ever listens and cares that CHSR broadcast the
alternative radio stations throughout Canada and pensive' It doesn’t even w T/T ‘^ channels only broadcast shit. highest standards, voice their opinion. Hope-
», US. h,J „b„„d Urn « ;„”d roTy *̂" .hi.cHd^g „„„ Lk P„s ^

m^ToT"-rtvh";°f,hcï-60 and 70s. Okay, a bunch of people enjoy that the only live radio in Fredericton - the only listening to the pro
music at least part of the time. But would you station where you can hear a real live human grams that interest you 
like our music industry to freeze there? Of being - is CHSR. If we were automated, or if will. Use the guide 

ir we limited broadcast personnel to the folks who (pages 7-10). Pin it
we stopped today, ,f we only played what would broadcast one sound, we would not be wall, or hoist it on your

- 3™ lar a"d Cu°"lfortable’,the same ca,am" scrvmg student’s interests.That is, we would refrigerator (maybe
ity would occur. Beheve us when we say there not be allowing students the opportunity to hang it from the ceiLg
“* y«- ugrOUPS malTgL d°Wnright awe- broadcast uver ™ radio. with some old CDs in a
m be L“ 8 u nOW " St“ tha7°“ T g°ing °ne thine CHSR does is give everybody a kind of mobile arrange- 
o be into m a big way...eyentually. By listening little bit of what they love and an opportunity men,). Consult it before

to C/C radio today you 11 get a sampling of to sample what they didn't know existed. In-
that art.
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That's okay. It's what 
we’re all about. We 
break new ground and 
introduce new music to 
the scene. If we had 
obeyed the demands of 
the classic rock enthu-
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ver really 
aver first, 
•tant than Noo.

ram-
see where they have gone wrong. They 

can retrain or concentrate harder. Maybe they*Ù 
even have to go. 
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y are too 
we need

Brand new programmers going on 
the air for the first time may get a 
case of the nerves. They may make 
some glaring mistakes. One or two 
have even knocked us right off the 
air (oops!). They will learn. Their 
edges will smooth out, and some 
day they'll surprise you with a 
show that rocks your world.

are available by re
quest at the station's 
offices on the top 
floor of the office 
wing of the Student 
Union Building. If 
you don't have time 
to come in and get 
a form, you can still 
let us know how you 
feel by calling the 
station at 453-4985

course not.
to a

you whip that dial into
stead of blasting rock twenty-four hours a day overdrive and we're bet- 
and satisfying one segment of our community, ting you will be im-

to move us in new ways and we want it to 
always stay the same. We take it seriously. For 
some of us, the changing times and the 
gence of new sound on our favourite stations is 
almost painful. It is certainly distasteful. It al-

It’s a strange thing music does to the human 
soul. It can mellow

well? 
bands are 
nds, there 
ids - there 
espectable 
happening 
zery happy 
least four 

-Pop - it’» 
1.1 like to 
:11 us that 
<ve haven't

and asking for (or
But I tuned in. I liked the music, but the DJ kept leaving a message for) the Program Director 

screwmg up. The show sounded terrible!” Tell us what bothered you about the show
It happens. Sometimes our flesh and blood Was it technical or something the program-

programmers goof up. It does happen - even mer said? Did they play really awfiil music?
to the best of us. Most of the programming Did they cut off the music part way through?

on CHSR is quality Did they drone on and on with no seeming
stuff. We train 
hard to be the best un-

a monopoly because everybody gets a chance 
(It's a lot like how the senate is supposed to 
work...if it wasn't for those dang politicians.)

The problem for many people is that they 
tune in only once, and

ways sounds like garbage. That’s why your par- unless they have consid-
ents or your grandparents can’t understand how erable luck and a good 
you can listen to ‘that noise.” memory for the next

CHSR is committed to staying on the cut- week, they are going to 
ting edge of sound. We have to take our lumps hear something 
for it, and some segments of our campus com- pletely different from 
munity will always believe that CHSR plays shit. what they want. Since 

''/ like the new stuff and I want to hear it, but 
what / hear on CHSR really is crap. ”

emer-

very purpose? Were they offensive? Did they bring 
in friends and just goof around with inside 

paid professionals we jokes and innuendo? These are some of the 
can be. Before you pass things we listen for ourselves. They form part 
too harsh a judgement, of the evaluations we have every year. We’re 
consider the fact that, not doing it to hunt down the weak and the 
on average, forty new sick, though; we use the information we get 
programs are started to make all our shows better.

You have to pick and choose 
what shows you listen to with 
us-pretty much what you're 
used to doing with your televi
sion viewing. Nobody watches 
one channel all night. Nobody 
decides that MITV sucks 
because they tuned in to a 
show that doesn't suit their 
tastes. They may decide the 
show sucks, but that rarely 
causes them to swear off the 
station forever.

com-

>lan for
our programs are so dif
ferent from each other. 

So, you've tuned in with an open mind, you can't possibly make 
wanted to hear something new, anything but a judgement on the en- 
grunge (or maybe rap...or maybe metal...or tire station based on one, 
whatever). When you tuned in you heard - or even a few times you 
wouldn't ya' know it! - grunge. Basically it was tuned in at random. And 
shit. Your mind is made up: you hate CHSR. we always have someone 

Slow down a moment. When did you tune 
in? Whose show did you listen to? What

im, even if 
ut a crappy 
30.1 mean, 
is just too 
it is Noel • 
iam is just 
are bands 

iver again.

every year. There are al
ways brand new

To encourage the goal of top-line broad- 
pro- casting, we also offer awards fonce a year.

grammers going on the They're called the Barry Awards (named af- 
air for the first time. one of our founders, Barry Yule). If 

of you hear programming that makes your heart 
flutter, you are invited to let us know. We 

make some glaring mis- may take closer notice of a show that we've 
takes. One or two have

ter our
They may get a case 
the nerves. They may

new coming in. Some
been ignoring lately and they could get the 

even knocked us right honour they deserve.
off the air (oops!).They Finally, not just as a last resort, there is al- 
will learn. Their edges ways the option of getting involved. CHSR is 
will smooth out, and 

some day they'll surprise you with a show 
Block programming makes our audience work that rocks your world 

they know they’ll hear for the rest of the day a little harder than the cyclical (continuously

programmers are just 
their format? Enjoying C/C radio is not like hitting their stride, and 
listening to radio as much as it's like watching others are getting tired 
T.V. New listeners frequently have a problem or too busy and have to 
with this. They are used to turning on the radio, 
and hearing music which sounds like the music

do. was
1

>hy
as good as its volunteer members. If you 
programming that’s up to your personal stand
ards, get personally involved. We welcome all

leave. want

In the meantime, or if you've tuned in to a comers.

You've listened to the rest and you've heard the best, now it's time to try CHSR
Soundcheck
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